AT&T Workforce Manager Voice Dispatch

Knowing employee locations is only half the battle; successful businesses need a way to instantly communicate with their employees, regardless of their physical locations. Our application promotes transparency, accountability and reliability. Improve communication in all business sectors, ultimately increasing productivity while lowering operating expenses. With our business solution, managing your mobile workforce has never been easier or more efficient.

GPS locations are used to provide worker locations via their mobile devices, making it easier to follow employee activities during their shifts and ensure they work from the correct locations. Features like geo-fences (virtual boundaries around landmarks, or other specified locations) provide workforce clarity and accountability.

Additionally, GPS history serves as the visual representation of your drivers' breadcrumb trail, revealing their movements during the business day. Our technology makes it possible to monitor arrival and departure times, in addition to planned vs actual route utilization. Ultimately, we can give you to tools to provide the data needed to cut fuel costs and promote more effective dispatching.

Enhanced Push-to-Talk makes it possible to coordinate with and update your workforce in near real-time. Dispatchers can make calls from our application to users on the same network with the proper enabled devices. We’ve built a versatile solution aimed at locating workers in the field and updating them as changes arise.

Key features:
- Live GPS tracking gives dispatchers continuous view of workers, allowing for more effective dispatching
- Hold group discussions with up to 250 enabled devices
- Instantly see contacts and their availability via web portal

For more information contact an AT&T representative or visit www.att.com/workforcemanager.